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“W. E. Butts is a poet for whom the past is still very much alive . . . Yet these poems 
about the past are energized by something much stronger than nostalgia. For Butts, 
past events resonate with profound and positive results into the present.” 

— David Allan Evans, South Dakota Poet Laureate

“. . . No one can claim, as might the fabulous R & B musicians he catalogs in “Radio 
Time,” to be a more masterful “historian of desire.””
   — Sydney Lea, Vermont Poet Laureate

W. E. Butts is the author of four previous books of poems, The 
Required Dance, Movies in a Small Town,  Sunday Evening at the Stardust 
Café, and Radio Time. He is the recipient of 
multiple honors including a Pushcart Prize 
nomination and a Massachusetts Artists 
Foundation Fellowship Award, as well as 
being selected as a finalist for the Philip 
Levine Prize in Poetry and as winner of the 
2006 Iowa Source Poetry Book Prize.

Each poem evokes some haunting 
memory, as when a coin is fed into a 
jukebox and the crackling melody of the 
gramophone transports the listener to another place and time. As 
series editor, Sidney Hall, Jr. says, “W. E. Butts takes you by the elbow 
and pulls you gently into his world—and you go gladly because it’s a 
world where you want to spend some time.  His small towns, his child-
hood, his movies, his pain, feel like your own—but when you are done 
with your visit, you feel transformed—you are happier with yourself.”

The book will be released in September of 2012, along with the fifth 
volume in the series: The Briar Patch by J. Kates.
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Here are three men driving through the fast fall-off
of noir light and shadow, following the Hudson River
toward a small town bank outside Albany
that the disgraced former policeman swears will be an easy score,
and you can tell by the look in their eyes
and grim set of their mouths they need to believe it . . .

—From “Odds Against Tomorrow”

Hobblebush Books is proud to announce Volume Four of its  
 Hobblebush Granite State Poetry Series, a collection of new  

and selected poems by W. E. Butts, the 2009–2014 New Hampshire  
Poet Laureate.


